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Hello, I'm Dan Byman, the lead instructor, and welcome to our current events segment. Today 

we're delighted to have a session on Iran and its support for terrorism. Our guest and expert on 

the subject is Afshon Ostovar. He is a senior analyst at the CNA Corporation. He is also the 

author of a forthcoming book on Iran's revolutionary guard and post revolutionary Iran in 

general. Dr. Ostovar, welcome.  

 

Thank you  for having me.  

 

Let me begin with the big picture question. The United States regularly describes Iran as the 

world's leading sponsor of terrorism. What does that mean? Do you think that's accurate?  

 

On the one hand, it means that they support a lot of groups that we consider terrorist groups. 

And so in some sense, they're quite involved in that scene. On the other hand, a lot of the 

groups they support aren't designated as terrorists. And whether they are indeed the leaders in 

that game or not I think is largely a semantic question. I think there are other countries that give 

them a good run for their money. But by and large, they work with a lot of people that are 

unsavory outside their country.  

 

What are some of the-- I won't say the most unsavory, but who are some of their closest 

relations?  

 

Well, the groups that the US designates as terrorists, that are sort of the real reason why Iran is 

labeled as such, are the groups that are loosely involve or directly involved rather with the 

Palestinian Israeli conflict. So that includes Hamas, Islamic Jihad, those are the closest in the 

Palestinian territories. And Lebanese Hezbollah in Lebanon, which Iran has its strongest and 

longest relationship with.  

 

Iran is often portrayed in religious terms as a Shia country, as a Shia power. How important is 

Shiaism to what Iran does with terrorists or militant groups?  

 

I think it's important particularly in the Middle East. In Iraq and Lebanon, it's important. But most 

of that is important because of the networks that those relationships are based on. So both 

Lebanese Hezbollah and the Iraqi groups, those networks were formed basically from 

revolutionary and clerical networks that existed before 1979. So once the revolution happened, 

the Iranians that took control of Iran, the revolutionaries, already had these longstanding 

relationships with groups in Lebanon, which included at the time Fatah and various Shia groups 

in the south, but also groups that came out of the Dawa organization in Iraq, which later became 

other groups during the Iran- Iraq War. But those longstanding relationships that Iran has really 



exist within those Shia communities.  

 

But Iran in general is seemingly willing to work with just about anybody. It's best if it has a close 

political or ideological shared agenda, so that's why the Palestinian groups have been, for the 

most part, easy for Iran to deal with. But their sort of religious perspectives or even ideology, 

sort of grand ideology, don't really seem to come into focus. The Muslim Brotherhood, which 

gave birth to Hamas, to some extent Islamic Jihad, both Sunni organizations. They aren't Shia. 

It's not clear what they think about Shiisim in particular, so Shiism is not really what greases the 

skids with those relationships. And Iran had a longstanding relationship with the PFLP GC, 

which was a secular group that didn't espouse any religion, had a lot of Christian membership. 

So Iran is really in general willing to work with anybody, it just happens that not everybody's 

willing to work with Iran. So Iran can only play with those people that are willing to play with 

them basically.  

 

When Iran is playing with a group, when Iran is working with a group, what's the impact? What's 

the benefit from the group side? Well, the benefit is mostly money, especially the smaller groups 

like Islamic Jihad and Hamas that have really no funding or no significant funding from outside 

and need it. Arms and weapons technology transfers are also part of it. Training to a lesser 

extent. We don't exactly know how they do the training, but we suspect that things like bomb 

making, explosive making, IEDs, simple rocketry, all those things seem to come from Iranian 

assistance.  

 

Lebanese Hezbollah is a little bit different. Its support to Lebanese Hezbollah is much more 

robust and much closer because Iran can operate openly or less covertly in Lebanon. So 

Hezbollah's rocket program is in large part something that was started and facilitated by Iran 

and the Assad regime in Syria.  

 

So they gain that much out of it at the very least. What they don't gain is wider political 

legitimacy outside of the region or even the Iran relationship, because Iran is alienating friends. 

So if you choose to really hang out with Iran, you're ultimately going to have a tough time getting 

money or support, whether that be political and above board, or covert from richer countries like 

Saudi Arabia, or the Gulf countries, or even others that might want to lend a hand.  

 

Let me go further on that theme. Beyond that loss of potential supporters, are there other 

downsides to getting Iranian support?  

 

Well, I think yeah, insofar as Iran really has not helped them achieve anything, I think, except 

extreme alienation. In my personal opinion, I don't think it's been helpful for them sort of in a 

long term strategic perspective. But I guess the counter argument to them is they clearly think 

that it's beneficial to them, otherwise they wouldn't have these relationships with Iran. So from 

the outside perspective, I don't see it as a winning strategy from their perspective, whether their 

strategies are short term and the immediate thing like paying bills or having enough ammunition 

or guns to do certain operations, or whether they're bigger than that, they certainly seem to think 

that Iran-- whether Iran is the only player in town, the only one willing to give them this money, 



or the one that's willing to give the most, for whatever reason they seem to think it's a valuable 

relationship.  

 

And what's in it for Iran? Why does Iran do all this?  

 

Yeah, it's a good question. I think that's sort of the million dollar question, and it's complicated. I 

wouldn't pretend to know the exact reasons. I don't even know if Iran knows the precise 

reasons. I think they change over time, and I think they change as the context changes, as 

politics changes.  

 

But for the most part, I think it's two things. I think it's political. Iran has certain political agendas 

in the region, whether that be seeing that the Palestinians ascendant in Israel, or whether that 

be countering the United States or Israel imperialism, or hegemony, as they see it. So I think 

there's that sort of political reason.  

 

But strategically, supporting these groups gives Iran a hand in conflicts and issues that are very 

important not only to Iran's enemies, like Israel in the United States, but also to its regional 

competitors, like Saudi Arabia and other Gulf countries. So if nothing, it gives Iran a certain 

amount of leverage that they can use in relations with those other countries.  

 

One thing you always hear is that, if Iran is working with the same groups in Iraq, that this might 

be a freelance operation, that there may have been elements within, say, the Revolutionary 

Guard or the intelligence service that are acting on their own. What's your sense of how high up 

this goes?  

 

My sense is it goes pretty high. I think there is probably a degree of latitude that all of these 

operators that operate outside of Iran's borders are given. But I think there's also strict-- I don't 

want to say rules of engagement, but strict red lines that they're not supposed to cross, at least 

not without clearing that high up. But the Quds Force and the other services that operate 

outside of Iran do so for the most part in if not constant contact with the supreme leader's office, 

oversight by the supreme leader's office.  

 

So I think this is why Iran has been able to sort of switch on a dime in a sense on how it 

operates outside its borders. For instance in 2011, 2012 Iran suddenly was doing quite a lot 

outside its borders in terms of assassination attempts and stuff like that. But that was quickly 

reversed when Rouhani came to power and the nuclear dialogue began. That could be 

coincidence, but I think it's probably orchestrated from on top.  

 

Iran's been doing this for over 30 years now. Is there a way to stop this or limit this?  

 

Probably not. I think there are ways to disincentivize Iran from certain types of behavior, like 

actual terrorism, as opposed to just funding its allies or its clients in the region. But I don't think 

that Iran, at the moment, can be disincentivized or discouraged from maintaining or decreasing 

its longstanding relationships with Hamas or Hezbollah or Islamic Jihad, or even the groups in 



Iraq. I think Iran at the moment finds them far too valuable and is not trusting or sure of what 

normalized relationships with the US or with the West would actually or could actually benefit 

Iran. For now, it seems that Iran feels like it's best case scenario to keep its equities in the 

region, its influence in the region, is to do so through these clients in various countries.  

 

Dr. Ostovar, thank you very much.  

 

Thank you. 

 


